
Open  access (OA)  is  the  practice  of  providing  unrestricted  access  via  the
Internet to peer-reviewed scholarly journal articles,  and constitutes the modern
alternative to the subscription models, very much supported by Roger Maynard.
The 2003 Berlin Declaration asserts that scholarly research results and cultural
heritage shall be freely accessible and usable for scientists, public and private
enterprises. A fundamental premise of the declaration is that Open Access is a
responsibility  of  research  performing  organisations  and  research  funding
organisations, and that the publication and dissemination of research results are
integral parts of the research process. 

Today (2015) the Berlin Declaration has obtained more than 500 signatories.
Open  Access  enhances  the  visibility  of  research,  in  particular  in  third-world
countries,  keeps the copyright of the research with the authors while enabling
any non-commercial  copy and redistribution with appropriate  credit  by third
parties, fosters economic growth, and discourages current bad practises such as
the imposed sale of extensive bundles of revues by some large publishers or the
tendency of some authors or organisations to submit a lot but not to subscribe.  

Open Access comes in different disguises, among which  Green,  Gold, Hybrid
and Platinum.  The Green model implies the deposit of a preliminary version
of  the  manuscript  on  the  Archives,  pre-print  servers  such  as  ArXiv or
institutional archives such as HAL in France, who however do not offer  peer
review – still a criterion sine que non for the physics community -  and with an
embargo (of up to 6 months) of the post-print  ( = version approved by referees).
The Hybrid model is a commercial model with subscription offering the Gold
model as a bonus with an extra fee (often considered as “double dipping”, since
we pay already the subscription). The Gold model offers a real alternative to the
present  subscription  models,  providing  peer  review  and  a  full  role  of  the
publishing  houses,  the  author  -  or  even  better  its  employer  -  paying  the
publication, rather than the reader – the subscriber, often also the employer. The
Platinum open access is a model of scholarly publishing that does not charge
author fees at  all,  nor  for  authors nor for  readers.  The costs  associated with
scholarly publication are covered by the benevolence of others, such as through
volunteer work (often professional researchers, spending “some” amount of their
time, so not that voluntary at all… ),  donations, support by industry, grants, etc.
This  model  is  popular  inside  communities  who  still  believe  that  publishing
should have no cost.  

For a worldwide budget of 9,4 Billion USD  and 1,7 million articles published
par year (2011), the cost of one publication (excluding the research) is estimated
to be at 3700 € ( rate 2011). If one agrees to work at constant budget, an APC
around 1500 € is thus very reasonable. 
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By choosing Open Access in this present Special EPJ Issue , the authors agree to
pay an article processing charge (APC) of 1,080€ *

Free or discounted Open Access:

Corresponding Authors who are affiliated with an institution that is part of one
of the following agreements can publish their article Open Access and the article
processing charge (APC) is covered by the agreement partner: 

1. Agreement with Dutch universities
http://www.springer.com/de/open-access/springer-open-
choice/agreements/42388 

2. Agreement with UK universities 
http://www.springer.com/de/open-  access/springer-open-choice/for-uk-
authors-intro/731990 

3. Agreement with Max Planck Society
http://www.springer.com/de/open-access/springer-open-choice/springer-
compact/agreements-max-planck-authors 

4. Any Polish research institution

5. The  European  Research  Council  (ERC)  supports  Open  Access,  and
research supported by ERC grants can be used to cover APC  

The APC is  reduced by 10% if  the  corresponding author  is  a  member  of  a
Physical Society affiliated to EPJ
   

*Authors resident in any European Union country must add a 20% VAT. Most
institutions paying the APC on behalf of the author can have the VAT refunded,
or avoid it by providing their VAT registration number
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